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Abstract.

This thesis provides out-of-sample forecast of Czech Crown to Euro exchange

rate using the vector autoregressive model. We select inflation, output, unemploy-

ment and interest rate as the fundamental economic variables interacting with the

exchange rate in the ten-year period from 1999 through 2008. As our analysis con-

centrates on the short-term horizon, we measure the performance of our estimates

for 2009 against the benchmark of the naive random walk approach.

Surprisingly, for our data the VAR model outperforms the normally distributed

white noise significantly. We conclude that the main reason is the systematic and

steady appreciation of the Czech Crown during the observed period, which can-

not be captured by random walk. This shows that econometric approximation of

exchange rate fluctuations can be meaningful even in the short-term horizons.

Abstrakt.

Práce poskytuje prognózu směnného kurzu české koruny vůči euru pomocí vek-

torové autoregrese. Jako základní ekonomické proměnné, které ovlivňují směnný

kurz, jsme vybrali inflaci, index průmyslové produkce, míru nezaměstnanosti a

úrokovou míru za období od roku 1999 až 2008. Analýza se soustřed’uje na prognó-

zování v krátkém časovém horizontu a porovnáváme proto přesnost odhadů pro

rok 2009 s odhadem čistě náhodným (náhodná procházka).

Pro naše data poskytl model vektorové autoregrese nečekaně lepší předpovědi

něž normálně rozdělený bílý šum. Za hlavní důvod považujeme systematické tren-

dové zhodnocení české koruny vůči euru, které nelze v náhodné procházce zachytit.

Tento závěr potvrzuje, že aproximace volatility směnných kurzů pomocí ekonomet-

rických nástrojů může být smysluplná i v krátkém období.
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Introduction

This thesis provides us a short overview about the basic phenomena embodied in

the financial market and describes its functioning. It does not only introduce the

specific econometric approach to determine the exchange rate but happening the

financial market embraces either.

We want to outline the basic features and structure of the financial markets. We

introduce the structure of the financial market in chapter 1 together with the de-

scription of the market participants as it is not obvious for all of us what exacatly

there is happening. We regard it desirable to describe the main market movers and

the causes why the exchange rate is moving up and down so chaotically.

Entering the market without any idea and strategy would be albeit possible but

would not allow to influence the exchange rate either in the direction we would like

to or to compel the market to bring us advantage in any form. Every subject who

is interested in the FOREX market enters with a strategy and analytical approach.

Having an analytical tool is important for every market participant and although

there are features the same or at least similar for all of them there is also plenty of

factors which are specific to each subject.

In chapter 2 we have a look at three basic analytical approaches without any

complex econometric tools, although such tools are implied and supplied in the

trading platforms. A trading platform is a software which provides useful informa-

tion about the macroeconomic situation in the world. It allows the investor to close

a deal whenever he likes. He can conduct appropriate analysis as he has a good

outlook thanks to provided charts. Hence it is not necessary for the user to be an

econometric expert.

The fundamental part of the thesis is then implied in the section where we use the

econometric approach of vector autoregression (VAR) and apply this tool on the case

of the Czech Koruna in chapter 3. Our thesis is motivated by the paper by Wright

(2003) who works with Bayesian Model Averaging, applies it on many currencies to

find out that sometimes it does better than the random walk and sometimes it does

not. A vast amount of publications have been devoted to forecasting the exchange
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rates. To mention just a few, Dornbusch (1976) tries to explain the exchange rate

dynamics by including rational expectations. Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) suggest

the very realistic assumption of price rigidities in determining the exchange rate

fluctuations.

Another important text was written by Calvo and Rodriguez (1977) who also

consider the involvement of rational expectations of the market pariticipants and

Rodriguez (1980) continues in the similar analysis. Kilian and Taylor (2001) con-

centrate only on the price rigidities and thus quite a simple model which despite of

this does very well in forecasting. Meese and Rogoff (1993) stress the supremacy of

random walk if taken actual data for the fundamentals. Among other interesting

texts are those written by MacDonald and Taylor (1993), Chinn and Meese (1995)

who show that dealing with out-of-sample forecasts is better than those generated

by random walk.

We try to look at the form of VAR with five economic variables to generate fore-

cast for the values of the exchange rate for twelve months ahead. The results are

then compared with the forecasts generated by the random walk which in general

is very difficult to outperform by any econometric tool at least in the short run. In

this thesis we concentrate on the forecast in the short term horizon and on the out-

of-sample forecast. Hence we will see if beating the random walk is impossible or if

the rivalry between the random walk and vector autoregression is counterbalanced.

Meese and Rogoff (2005) stress the success of the microbased models in beating the

random walk but they do also highligt the importance of basic fundamentals in the

exchange rate analysis.

Rogers, Faust and Wright (2001) look at more than one model to compare the

forecasting accuracy and use revised data in their analysis to see the impact of im-

plementing revised data. Evans and Lyons (2002) consider the microstructure and

influence of order flow. It seems to be useful to implement some nonlinearities as

introduced by Obstfeld and Taylor (1997) and Gencay (1997) who concentrates on

both linear and nonlinear analysis and rather spot changes of the exchange rate.

Meese and Rogoff (1991) suggest that nonlinearities implementation does not help

as wanted. In our analysis we use the lagged values of the variables to capture the

dynamic structure better as also used by Mark (1995).

The thesis is then concluded by discussing the main determinants which are

supposed to influence the exchange rate during a financial crisis and if only neg-

ative development of the currency is possible. Together with this in chapter 4 we

refer to the uncertainty connected with Euro which is considered to be a very strong

currency. Nevertheless it is possible and it happens that some strong currency as

2 Pavel Průša
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Euro can fluctuate substantially. Despite of this it could definitely bring the US dol-

lar in shadow. Further motivation are the papers introduced by Kedláčková and

Keplinger (2004) discussing the credit risk in the Czech Republic. Komárek, Čech

and Horváth (2003) discuss the costs of joining the Eurozone. Interesting text talk-

ing about the exact facts about Greece and their implications was written by Gencay

(2010).

3 Pavel Průša



Chapter 1

The FOREX Market

The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look

respactable.

John Kenneth Galbraith

1.1 Basic Types of Markets

To better understand the position of the FOREX market in the economy I consider it

desirable to recall the main kinds of markets and the market I focus on in this thesis.

Of course there is no such list of perfect division of markets. We have certain

idea of the market indeed and so we could consider some other incurred systems

be markets and I would like to avoid leaving out some other systems believed those

systems are markets.

It is useful to recall the main basic kinds of markets using one of the various lists,

which could be useful to illustrate the situation well. We distinguish between:

? Consumer markets– it is probably the most important market as it is related to

all people. It involves the market for goods and services that are provided and

sold to households.

? Industrial markets– in this market the manufactured products are traded and

these products are then used by firms, companies e.g. in the production pro-

cess.

The differences between consumer and industrial markets are discussed by

Kotler and Armstrong (2004) as are the motives for behaviour of the partici-

pants in those markets.

4



CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

? Commodity markets– important markets involving trading with crops and

raw materials. In the commodity market those materials are traded with the

same price. The important feature is the homogenity, heterogenity respec-

tively. A car is not a commodity and is not traded in this market as cars are not

of the same quality and with the same equipment. Even if such cocoa is het-

erogenous, it does not represent heterogenity as such, belongs to commodities

and is traded for the same price.

? Financial markets– this market will never vanish from the main list of mar-

kets. Stock market, capital resources market, foreign exchange market, money

market and banking market. These all types we classify as financial markets.

Domanski and Heath (2007) come to the opinion that as far as motives and

strategies are concerned commodity and financial markets are very similar.

As it was mentioned the list could be redressed by modifying or actually adding

some other market, e.g. the labour market. The last of the four main markets is

the one, which is important to us and all the content here is related to the financial

market.

1.2 The FOREX Market

Foreign exchange market represents the biggest financial market in the world with

about 1-3 trillions of dollars traded through contracts made daily. It is of course

severalfold more than on the bond and stock market when put in the same basket

as showed in Galant (2001).

FOREX is international foreign exchange market which involves trading with

currencies. It is not the stock exchange in the sense as we have rooted in our minds

when we hear the word stock market. It namely represents the OTC market (over

the counter). An OTC market is a decentralized out of the stock exchange market

where financial instruments are traded which are not traded on a standard stock ex-

change. For simplicity let us say that e.g. a broker making contracts on the over the

counter market you will never see on the parquetry yelling at the others and wav-

ing with some papers and contracts. This kind of trading winded off thanks to the

modern technologies, advanced electronic systems, perfect fast telecommunications

and very efficient high powered cumputers and phones. The global international

network is interconnected through these telecommunication means.

The foreign exchange market, known as FOREX creates one of the biggest mar-

kets and is constituted by huge volumes of contracts made above all by speculators.

5 Pavel Průša



CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

The speculators trade foreign exchange in order to generate profit from the varia-

tion of the exchange rate. The big number of participants on the demand side and

the supply side influences and tempts “normal” people, who do not belong to the

experts (if any participants can be regarded as experts) to enter the market. It is true

that more and more people want to participate in the events of those markets. The

vision of profits attracts many unprofessional investors who attend shaping of the

FOREX market development.

To another advantage of such kind of trading contributes certainly the fact that

we do not lose information during each day and hence the whole week. Standard

stock exchanges have different open hours in the various corners of the world and

they close also at different hours. On the FOREX market such consideration never

comes to our minds as it is open around the clock every workday. The information

stream does not die out. Furthermore trading is based on margin 1. As there are so

many subjects who sell and buy the currency in the world the feature of the market

is the great dynamics and above all the liquidity almost unlimited liquidity. It follows

that your trading intentions and deals are settled almost immediately.

The behaviour of the market is independent on other markets such as the stock

market. There will always be enough market agents guaranteeing liquidity and

therefore inflow of even more and more other investors. What we should bear in

mind is the fact that with one market agent making big profits there are many in-

vestors leaving the market simultaneously. This is something many investors do not

realize. With those investors the character of the market changes because they pre-

fer either discipline or aggressiveness. The aggressiveness is an important part of

the market as it can help e.g. breaking the resistence which would even so happen

but maybe not at desirable time.

1.3 Volatility Sources and Market Movements

The volatility is the change in the variance of the exchange rate from its initial value

or let us say the mean value.

For illustration we can see on the figure2 1.1 how the value of the S&P index

changes during the period of about nineteen years. In a certain way it is trying to

1Margin is a compulsory amount of money you have to deposit on your account and which you

have to constantly append in case you are experiencing losses. After depositing this certain amount

of financial means you can trade on the market. It comes to shutting down of your account if you

experience losses and do not provide compulsory deposit. This approach prevents the market goes

bust.
2Source: http://staff.science.uva.nl/ marvisse/volatility.html
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CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

Figure 1.1: Time varying volatility.

say how we are unable to recognize the volatility and that it comes to the clustering

thus periods where the market is highly volatile. It is important to mention that the

definition of volatility might differ among the wide range of various models.

The cause of our interest in these markets and source of the profit with the view

of a speculator is of course just the volatility of the market. The question remains

if the rates will change upwards or downwards and of course how much. The ex-

change rates change and fluctuate irregularly every day. Now let us outline some of

the main factors and reasons for those market movements:

1. To this group belong macroeconomics indicators and economic conditions. It

is a consensus that we consider economic growth, unemployment, inflation

and interest rates be main factors at least in our initial analysis. Schiller (1988)

talks about the relationship between the fundamentals, other macroeconomic

variables and market volatility with focus on stock market volatility.

2. We could add another factor together to the first group but let us rather classify

it as an isolated item. It is the political situation and the phenomenon hidden

on the political scene. We may put to this item rather less importance but on

7 Pavel Průša



CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

the other hand we should not suppress its relevance.

3. Because of nature of today’s international trade, companies offering and pro-

viding their goods and services do not only concentrate on the domestic mar-

ket but of course they rather focus sometimes on the foreign markets. The

firms look for expanding and building their plants in other corners of the

world and this tendency has been growing very much recently. During the

financial crisis firms oriented on the east market hoping it would compensate

their losses generated unfortunately by the slowdown of many economies in

the world. It did not bring desirable results but despite of this there is evidence

of the fact that the volume of international trade has been growing highly dur-

ing last decade and we may hope this trend will not change very much. The

growing integration of the European Union helped (or many economists and

politicians hope the integration helps and brings above all benefits for the in-

ternational trade) the firms to play a role on foreign markets. The huge vol-

umes of this trading entail account receivables or debts and other accountant

entries which have to be settled mostly in the domestic currency. The equilib-

rium of the mutual bilateral payments introduces another factor influencing

the movements.

4. Forecasts made by the market agents. Of course it is an important factor with

substantial impacts on the behaviour of the market and also on the behaviour

of other agents. These forecasts are based on the analysis of charts conducted

when applying technical analysis.

5. I would like to stress the psychological analysis which plays from my point of

view big role by studying markets, in our case the financial markets.

As it was mentioned above we could add further factors such as real demand,

supply, the current situation in the world and in the society and of course the ex-

pectations as studied by Dornbusch (1976) in his Expectations and Exchange Rate

Dynamics. Calvo and Rodriguez (1977) study a model under currency substitution

and rational expectations. Followed by Rodriguez (1980) again he assumes ratio-

nal expectations of the market participants and consideres trade flows, which have

impact on the exchange rate.

8 Pavel Průša



CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

1.4 Market Participants

In order not to fall into the trap of the concept with some market agents and in-

vestors which many of us imagine as people working from their office or home in

this section we outline the overview of the main groups of market participants who

may persist on the market from different reasons. They pursuit various but still sim-

ilar goals, communicate together, cooperate and deal on behalf of their own or on

behalf of their clients.

We look at possible motivation, which is hidden behind the behaviour of the

subjects in the markets because the most important thing and the power which is

pushing us forwards is of course the motivation. There are three groups of mar-

ket participants which differ in the character of their motivation. There are many

possibilities how to differentiate the market participants so let us use the division

used by many broker companies as is e.g. X-Trade Brokers3. Many papers introduce

different separation, e.g. some of them talk mainly only about banks and financial

institutions. Griffiths and Wall (2007) give the definition of the FOREX market and

also give the division of the market participants very similarly as it is here.

1.4.1 Insurance & Hedgers

It appears very useful and eligible to insure (to hedge) against the danger of neg-

ative development on the market. It is very similar to our intents in everyday life.

Many of us have encountered the necessity of insurance. The process of possible

distortion of our portfolio is valid on the financial markets when making operations

and transactions with high possibility of the counteractive development.

Hedgers

Financial institutions, private investors and unit trusts can represent the hedgers.

No limitation is set to this group as any market participant might regard it advanta-

geous to hedge against the future market development.

As it was already a litte bit adumbrated, there are institutions for which it is more

than necessary because of the character of their position on the markets to hedge

against the exchange rate difference. Naturally firms need to have this approach.

They focus and take interest in both the domestic and the foreign markets. Firms

export and import their products and there arise accountant receivables involving

big amounts of money or in the worse case the accountant payables.

3www.xtb.cz
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CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

The motivation to belong to this group is to be insured against counteractive de-

velopment of the market– the risk. They are very much risk averse and do not want

to experience any losses. Clearly it is not some kind of approach which would ex-

punge all possible losses but it helps in quite a satisfactory way. We were witnesses

of those problems firms encountered during the financial crisis. The extreme ex-

change rate fluctuating put down the profits and it was one of the significant factors

which caused many firms almost went bankrupt.

On the one hand we have here the firms dealing with transactions of huge vol-

umes. On the other hand we have here nowadays also the private investors and

entrepreneurs who have to be hedged in order to have a positive vision of sufficient

financial means to invest in capital, other various investment opportunities and set

up new branches in the market.

Domanski and Heath (2007) discuss the motivation of the market participants in

the commodity market and can be closely related to that of hedging, arbitrage and

speculating.

1.4.2 Trade & Market Makers

The second one pertains simply the trade for profit. These players do not enter the

market in order to hedge against the uncertainty but in order to trade the financial

instruments and the contracts. We are aware of the existence of risk and the impor-

tance of insurance though.

Market Makers

Market makers are financial institutions who ensures the working of the mar-

kets and the connection between the client and the very single market. Some of

them provide us special advanced trading platforms, which make the trading so

comfortably possible all over the world. Intermediaries, dealers and brokers care

about the clients, they ensure and provide them important information. Fund man-

agers should be named as well. The dealers run the business on behalf of their own

and the brokers settle the transactions between the agents in that case of the hedgers

and the speculators.

1.4.3 Speculative Conjectures

Let us mention the third kind of motivation in the last place as it may not be the

central one and is rather property of the minority as today’s interconnected global

10 Pavel Průša



CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

electronic systems do not allow to generate any advantage. The arbitrage, so the

endeavour to profit from the exchange rate difference. The subject looking for the

arbitrage thus operates on two markets as he searches the biggest exchange rate dif-

ference when considering our case in comparison with the speculator who operates

on one market to profit from the fluctuation.

? Speculators

Market agents seeking only the widest interval between the price at which

he acquires the currency and the price at which he settles the contract for his

benefit. These investors dispose of quite big amounts of capital as the volatility

on the market jars their accountant and they do very often hold their positions

till the very end. They estimate the future development of the exchange rate

and try to make profits form the short term contracts (forward).

? Arbitragers

Arbitragers dispose of bigger amounts of capital as the possibility of arbitrage

offers only small room to gain a profit. This fact follows from the cohesion of

today’s markets and the interconnection of the whole world. Although this is

possible there is only a small difference in price in two markets that is corrected

in a very short time and only the best and fastest arbitragers can gain, lose

respectively.

1.4.4 Usual Customers

Public needs to dispose of the currency in order to make daily transactions. We pay

for goods or services almost every day in our life.

Institutions such as banks operate rather with deposit currency. They operate on

the market either on behalf of their own entity or on behalf of their clients. From this

point of view their behaviour and strategy may differ as we certainly were witnesses

of such approach but mainly actually of the impacts. The distinction could be as

follows. When trading on the market with your own sources you care more about

the riskiness the market brings with itself, you feel more responsible for your actions

and you do not try to endanger your existence. As the opposite could be treated the

behaviour of the bank when they act for their clients.

Although every failure recorded by the bank definitely distorts its credibility

and jeopardizes its future existence, recent economic situation showed they did not

proceed in a satisfactory way and as it is expected from those institutions. It is

of course not a rule but unfortunately a well-known concept. They do probably

abuse the fear of the normal people thus the non-experts who have aversion to other

11 Pavel Průša



CHAPTER 1. THE FOREX MARKET.

possibilities of treating their money or to reallocate their capital to other investment

opportunities.

1.5 Intervention Possibilities of the Central Bank

Let us recall that the FOREX market is the biggest financial market among all mar-

kets we have known so far in our world. Under the biggest market we shall under-

stand the volume of contracts made every day and above all of course their value.

As we now know trading on the market is accompanied by the actions the banks

undertake. The question remains which role the Central bank (CB) plays on the

market. In the common situation the economic activity of the Central bank is the

monetary policy, issuing money, it governs the quantity of money in the economy, is

the bank and represantation of the state as discussed in Mejstřík, Pečená and Teplý

(2008). One of its key roles is the surveillance of other banks.

The main target of the Cetral bank is inflation targeting as discussed by Hanák

(2006) in the case of the Czech Republic. That means the bank prepares, modifies its

policies so that the economy leads up to the inflation target. Not all the economic

phenomena can be achieved at one time. There are no such policies which would

enable to reach all the targets, which follows from their mutual antinomy. The thing

is they need to be modulated in the most efficient way.

Beside issuing money, surveillance, working of government account, of the ac-

counts of other banks it also sets the exchange rates and controls foreign exchange

reserves. Anybody could now think of the role of the Central bank on the FOREX

market. The CB has something to do with the exchange rates so it should also have

an important influence and power when trenching the happening on that market.

Setting the interest rate has definitely impact on the behaviour not only on the

market but in the whole economy as it determines if it is expedient to invest in that

country or if it payoffs to reallocate the capital and reallocate the investments. It

affects the structure of repaying debt as it should become dearer or actually if it

reduces the retirement. It appears obvious that all these changes and processes in

the system reverberate in the financial market.

The CB intervenes by means of ruling and changing the rates and it can steer

the echange rate by buying or selling the foreign exchange and thus change the

foreign exchange reserves. Whereas under controlling we understand that it tries to

prevent the agents from some wicked behaviour and hence the negative impacts on

the market. The role of CB differs among countries though.

Because trading on this market proceeds under great liquidity with many agents
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it is almost impossible for the CB to intervene or somehow manipulate in a signifi-

cant measure.

1.6 Importance of the Forecast

Let us recall that there are many motivation impulses which affect our behaviour

and our interests in the financial markets. We are turning to the core motivation from

the point of view of the government and above all companies operating in the Czech

Republic. When talking about the companies running their business in the Czech

Republic we do not distinguish between firms owned by Czech entrepreneurs and

the firms owned and managed by the foreigners. It may not be crucial for us to treat

companies held by specific foreign and domestic investors and other shareholders

differently as the international transactions are mostly served in domestic currency.

Firstly, it is the necessity to have an idea about the happening on the financial

markets above all for companies operating not only on the domestic market but also

exporting their goods eventually services and expanding in foreign markets because

the Czech economy is quite small and dependent on exports. They need to orientate

themselves in the international transactions so that they are able before making the

actual payment for the delivered goods to make certain calculations about expected

earnings and gains, losses respectively.

Indeed, it is desirable for the management to have as precise calculations as pos-

sible as large fluctuations of the predefined numbers could bring possible problems

with insufficient cash to serve other payments or make projected investments. Fore-

casting is important from the macroeconomic point of view of trading as such.

Secondly, it was already mentioned that the speculators and their behaviour can

shape further development of the prices substantially and herewith they can not

be pushed to the side as irrelevant. We will talk about them when analyzing the

situation during financial crisis when their speculative attacs may have negative

impacts on the market and stability of the currency.

Last but not least forecasting the exchange rate could be important for the gov-

ernment also as it buys goods and it may come not only from domestic residents but

also from foreign countries. The ability to predict the exchange rate in the short run

can thus help the residents and also the government in shaping their strategies and

further proceeding when dealing with international transactions.

Since the European Union was established there arose many issues and pro-

gramms which were supposed to lead to better unification of the European coun-

tries. One of the most important and spectacular one is the adoption of Euro by
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other countries. Of course it is not trivial to implement such part of integration.

Naturally there are advantages and disadvantages. We do not want to discuss the

properties of Euro and what impact it will have in the countries if adopted4.

As we know before Euro can be adopted by a country it has to fulfill some crite-

ria. It relates to fluctuation bands within which the currency must prevail only some

exception is allowed. There arises the question how the central parity between a cer-

tain currency and Euro should be set and what is the optimal level so that the cur-

rency can be then exchanged for Euro. This is quite a fundamental reason why we

are interested in future values of the exchange rate and its further development and

why we want to have some expectation about it. Horváth (2005) discusses the real

equilibrium exchange rate and its importance for setting the central parity before

Euro adoption.

Even broad public can benefit from ability to predict the direction of exchange

rate movements.

1.7 Certainty vs Uncertainty

One of the studies considered as the oldest we esteem philosophy which is related to

the notion of uncertainty. Namely we can not appoint that on the markets certainty

and uncertainty prevails. I dare to avouch that most of the things we regard as

certain or uncertain come from our imagination, judgements and delusion. These

things can probably not be considered as certain in general.

The most relevant example concerning the certainty of Czech exchange rates is

the one of the second Czechoslovak communistic president Antonín Zápotocký who

might have claimed that the currency would not be tomorrow. It did not happen as

he announced. Look at the uncertainty we have around us. We are fenced in it.

What kind of phenomenon is very closely linked to the uncertainty is the existence

of risk.

Uncertainty if taken as ex ante is something we would like to capture by some

analytical tool. This appears rather impossible that is why we define risk5 as the

volatility of the outcome e.g. return’s volatility. Nevertheless, we could find other

possible definitions. We define the future as uncertain and henceforth it implies the

existence of risk. Although we think something is uncertain there is always some-

thing we do not know what it is that can change the world progress, the functioning

4Discussion about the Maastricht criteria is left to another author and does not directly relate to

the character of this thesis.
5Sterling (2001) discusses the relationship between risk and volatility.
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of our lives and the development of the exchange rate.

Although something happened in the past that was certain and someone really

experienced the event it then became something we can call certainty. I hold the

view that nothing we have not experienced yet and thus has not become past is

certain. Nothing is certain, the phenomenon of uncertainty rubs out the possibilities

of something certain, certain is only the past. History is only a list of information for

us as we can nothing do with it.

Things are certain because of us, our idea about the world and life, our fictional

things and settled conventions. We create the certainty because we want to have

it. And as it is told we do mostly find things as lately as we are not searching for

them. We do not create uncertainty because it exists and it is real, it encloses us

but we like to ignore it as we can better treat the certainty. The probability that

something almost sure will be foiled by something really unexpected is so small that

it discourages us from bearing it in our minds which is however understandable.

For many many years the biggest brains in the world had been trying to discover

rules and patterns of things we wish to wield, the patterns behind the exchange rate

development as we would like to steer its movements. There is the uncertainty of

investors playing an important role and not only their uncertainty about the funda-

mentals cause the volatility and the exchange rate fluctuations.

Hence we shall not think and regard something in the lifecycle as certain but

rather uncertain. Though Wilson (1979) also considers occurance of anticipated

shocks and their effects. He follows Dornbusch (1976) and they both discuss the

dynamic character of the exchange rate after implementing some government pol-

icy and its impact before it really occurs and changes in the money supply.

Despite of this I feel to emphasize that trying to create a tool which would be able

at least in some satisfactory way to generate a broad brush estimate of the exchange

rate is very important and we need to have something like this.

The first chapter gave us introduction about the basic kinds of markets and mar-

ket participants, how they affect the functioning of the markets and why the ex-

change rate is actually moving. The following chapter introduces the three basic

kinds of FOREX analysis and then we discuss the random walk approach together

with vector autoregression as random walk is considered to be the best competitor

among any analytical approaches and thus represents its contrast.
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Analysis of the FOREX Market

Market participants enter the market with intentions, motivation and goals. There-

fore they prepare the appropriate strategy and conduct basic types of market anal-

ysis. The approaches are fundamental, technical and psychological analysis. Many

investors prefer to concentrate above all on the fundamental and the technical anal-

ysis which is naturally very clear and necessary when studying the behaviour of the

financial instruments and the development of their prices. Without these methods

any forecasting of the behaviour would be possible indeed but only a lucky man

could succeed in a longer period of time.

2.1 Fundamental Analysis

The fundamental analysis is based upon observing the basic macroeconomic factors

considered in almost every analysis and which we work with. To those elements

we lump together the basic– fundamental macroeconomic indicators such as unem-

ployment rate, GDP growth, inflation and interest rates. The government debt can

also be classified to this group as discussed in McDonald (2007).

Although they are not the only indicators which should be considered they are

one of the most important and hence they appear in almost every analysis. It does

not matter how many indicators we use.

On each occassion you look at a model which was constructed to forecast the

rates you realize that it will imply those three or four basic indicators among others.

Their significance is substantial.

These important numbers are of course published to every one and it is ensured

by known commercial agencies which do this at prearraned time. If the market

was able to absorb the information before we could apply that knowledge there

would be actually no such ups and downs as if the market was not that able. Pretty
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demanding task is to recognize such situation and very often descides about further

process.

We do not only discern indicators as some positive or negative numbers. These

published numbers alleges us some information about how the economy is doing

though but other information has to be noted and considered. To these information

considered also in some sense as indicators belong e.g. the political situation in the

country, frequent change of the government representatives, inefficient work of the

government thus the inability to put through some significant policies and enforcing

necessary reforms.

It follows that it loses its main function, character, responsiveness and the con-

fidence. Of course such a failure causes market tremor. Let us assume or leave out

the assumption that it is not defined what kind of reform is the right one and thus

somebody could object that from this fact follows the turmoil on the political scene

of which we are very often witnesses.

The intimidation of military- rebels and their attacks, tumults in the countries

with unstable system of government contributes to the happening on the market be-

cause highly developed countries are often involved in these collisions. The brought

message is trying to tell us that observation of the market is never limited thus there

are no boundaries we could set and hence it seems so impossible to find a frame-

work for forecasting the price on the market. The wider perspective plays a key

role and we have to look at the situation in the whole system, sectors, industrial

branches and sudden incidents. Fundamental analysis is very helpful if we apply it

for long term forecasting horizon. Its importance in the short run is not obivous.

2.2 Technical Analysis

After taking these facts into consideration we can now move on to further kind of

analysis the so called technical analysis. The technical analysis consists in searching

for purely mathematical dependancies of short term exchange rate fluctuations. The

imported data are those about the rates of high frequency (spot changes within few

minutes) and trade volumes.

We distinguish between two types

? Chart analysis– we read in charts

? Mathematical analysis– modelling by using autoregressive and moving aver-

age processes
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There are many people engaged in developing methods of notching up some pat-

terns and creating some indicators. Because trading on the OTC market functions

for a long time already and so there are many of them which can be used freely.

Again many let us say programming engineers often come up with some from their

point of view unrivalled indicator or platform but despite of their good and useful

utilization once it will come to the situation when it will unfortunately fail.

Analytical approach of the technical analysis is looking for a framework of sim-

ilar kind of behaviour and it explores that in the charts history. We are interested

in past development of the prices as mentioned by McDonald (2007). If we manage

to find out some relation we can then try to describe this event by an analytical and

technical tool and define an indicator. Such artificially created and programmed tool

we apply in similar situation on the market and make the forecasts. Gencay (1997)

mentions the technical analysis to be useful in spot exchange rate changes analysis.

It is used for short term forecasting.

2.2.1 Development in One Direction– Trend

We console ourselves when applying those tools by the known notion “history re-

peats”. The very general character of this formula is of course capricious. We as-

sume that history repeats and thus history will appear in the future and so the

future can be transported into the history and thus we see the equation history is

future. The trend can be defined as a tendency of the price movement in one direc-

tion. There might be other possible explanations of the trend as stated in McDonald

(2007).

What we are interested in is however the present, we do not look at the past dur-

ing the history but we look at history now. The present can be construed as an imag-

inary boundary between the history and future. But in the present the conditions,

the situation around us changed and thus the assumption called ceteris paribus does

not hold and the conclusions are biased.

We make assumption to adjust the environment to our abilities, the only fact we

have to bear in mind is to know our conducting. Frankel and Froot (1990) discuss

different exchange rate forecasting techniques, the dynamics of the foreign exchange

market and stress the behaviour of the market participants, their forecasts, their

expectations, how they tend to follow a trend in the short forecasting horizon, of

course the uniqueness of every participants and their different opinions.

Creating some conceptions of possible behaviour and further development is

unambiguously in place.
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2.2.2 Breakpoints

Breakpoints can be defined as points where the trend changes its direction. If bears

are the market leaders it will come to the point where the decrease of price reaches

the bottom and bounces.

We need and want to have the forecasts. What helps us by generating quite use-

ful and efficacious forecast is the fact that we tend to include all possible relevant

information we can. We observe information from the history, the activities, move-

ments on the market, breakpoints and the points of changes which led to significant

fluctuations and dispersals in comparison with previous values. These are just the

pitfalls of trends. On the one hand we can have expectations about forthcoming

events and structural breaks.

Nevertheless, the very accurate timing of such event will be missed and mis-

understood. This is exactly the result of prevailing uncertainty, the risk and the

dominance of the market development that is actually doing what it wants.

The mostly abused terms are the notions of trend and breakpoints. Many peo-

ple may think that forecasting is based on following a trend. It is actually the best

possibility we could meet as it may accrue to us as most convenient but these trends

are interlaid with periods of high volatility and we have to think of some oscilators.

When we base the forecast upon a trend we assume that the trend has involved all

possible relevant information and thus we are not interested in the information and

the situation itself.

We only follow the direction, the trend. There are agents who endeavour to break

the trend by trading in opposite direction and try to influence other agents in this

way. It comes also to the situation when breakpoints seem to occur but are only

reflection of flawed information and they perish. In other situation they are true

although some investors do not believe it and have to leave the market in the end.

We need to differentiate between these two phenomena, trend and oscilation.

Indicators which are very helpful at one moment might fail when used during an-

other period. In such case they should be indemnified by using a tool for periods

characterized by enhanced volatility.

Inevitably there are patterns and the technical analysis should give us a hint

when to trade to the best advantage.

2.3 Psychological Analysis

Volatility in the market can be well compared with driving a sport car when driving

pretty fast washes out adrenalin in our body and volatility, big and fast changes calls
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out stress during trading. Every deal made on the market is connected with certain

level of riskiness and what is risky, is also uncertain and we are a little bit afraid

what will happen. Hence we are moving to the third kind of market analysis, the

psychological one.

The main feature of the psychological analysis is the fact that in the market there

is an element which is neither fundamental nor rational from the psychological

point of view. It is the obvious extemporaneousness and there is also the great load

of subjectivism. Riskiness, stress of the agents, unpredictability and subjecitivism

cause that we can not include the whole relevance. Because of cogitation we are not

able to tumble it in any equation.

I regard psychological analysis as the most important one and as an integral part

of any analysis. We are not robots and we do not want to be like robots and do

not things which would remind of activity of some automated equipment. We were

brought up differently, feel different emotions, are capable of various sentiment,

understanding and we can not interlard outgrowths following from our behaviour

with any curve.

Let us emphasize the notion of herd behaviour which has great impact on the

development as well. The agents try to determine and uncover the behaviour of

the market. As they see the market is heading in one direction they adjust their

intentions as they think they would take advantage of joining the group. Typical for

these agents is the fact that they do not use their own strategy but they take up the

strategy and way to behave of the bigger group of agents who direct the market and

they go with the herd. They think such approach is the most optimal one.

2.4 Interconnection Between the Three Approaches

In general we are interested both in long run forecasting and forecasting in short

term period which means period of several months and period from one to three

years. For forecasting in long term horizon fundamental analysis is a good approach

and provides us with efficient tools.

The problem occurs when we use the fundamental approach for forecasting the

development of prices in short term horizon. It showed that it brings not desirable

results in such case. The reason is known but maybe not perceived by anybody.

For the short term forecasting we also need to look at the technical analysis and

as Oberlechner (2001) finds out, the shorter the forecasting horizon, the more we

should employ the technical analysis. But we mostly use only the fundamental

one, more precisely the variables used in that analysis. It is eligible and essential to
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use those variables, we employ them in most econometric models and the question

remains what kind of variable and how the indicators from technical analysis could

be transformed into something applicable in the model for short term forecasting.

We should not overestimate the importance of the fundamental analysis to the

prejudice of the technical approach which could be underestimated. The techni-

cal analysis is very often used by normal investors who might not be erudited in

econometric science. It is not a crucial feature as we all should use this approach.

Backtesting of any strategy is useful as are the charts details and they provide us an

ancillary assistance.

Neither fundamental nor technical analysis can embody everything. Even if we

were able to put together all of them and set up a well-functioning model which

would be not convulsing with some substantial incongruities still it would not be

good enough.

Someone could object that we want to know and understand the behavior of the

market only because of the profit and we all are speculators. Such a person does

not tell the whole truth and it is obvious that the speculators form a big group and

indispensable part of the market attendee.
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Vector Autoregressive Model

3.1 Random Walk

The econometric models designed in the way to use them above all in financial sec-

tor and used for predicting future values give us at the end results which we can

treat only in the way they are. Thus we can look at the final numbers and con-

sider them as the desirable, suitable numbers we were looking for. Since this kind

of approach would be too selfconfident we mostly use some comparative criteria

to support our hypothesis about the future value of the estimated parameter or to

reject it. There is the very important criterion known under the notion of random

walk.

The definition as used by Chawla (2007):

“A random walk is a process in which at every step we are at a node in an undirected graph

and follow an outgoing edge chosen uniformly at random. A Markov chain is similar, except

the outgoing edge is chosen according to an arbitrary distribution.”

Dartmouth College (Probability Book, Chapter 12)1:

“Let Xk, k = 1, ..., ∞ be a sequence of independent, indentically distributed discrete ran-

dom variables. For each positive integer n, we let Sn denote the sum X1 + X2 + ... + Xn.

The sequence Sn, n = 1, ..., ∞ is called a random walk. If the common range of the X′ks is

Rm, then we say that Sn is a random walk in Rm.”

The reasoning behind this concept is quite simple as it only describes the fact

that we are unable to predict the future. Our forecast is not better than random

1http://www.dartmouth.edu/
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walk thus is not better than a totally random prediction.

It says that the changes happening in the economic environment pass over in

a chaotic manner independent from each other and hence they can not be used to

predict the future values as we mostly try to find out, capture some patterns and

trends. Rossi (2005) conducts some tests to show that in some countries we reject

the hypothesis that the exchange rate is best explained by the random walk. But

also that sometimes we do not reject it because of the fundamentals.

As it happens independently we can not build strict system which would be

able to capture all the phenomena and important information to offer some concept

which would be efficient and consistent both in the short run and in the long run.

Kilian and Taylor (2001) study that some models with macroeconomic fundamentals

are not valid and that nonlinearities should be used in the analysis. But this is not

very easy to implement in the econometric tools.

Important seems also to consider the equilibrium exchange rate. Horváth (2005)

pursues the real equilibrium exchange rate and its connection to setting the cen-

tral parity. Central parity is crucial in the case of fixing the Czech Crown against

Euro and adopting it in the future. Obstfeld and Taylor (1997) also ask the question

whether the nonlinearities have better explanatory power than the macroeconomic

fundamentals. Gencay (1997) considers both linearities and nonlinearities and uses

simple technical tools such as moving averages and basic trading rules. Moving

averages are one of the simplest approaches when studying daily changes, spot

changes of the exchange rates and mentions the usefulness of the technical anal-

ysis. Meese and Rogoff (1991) also get nonlinearities involved but they suggest it

thus not help as we would expect.

Let us turn back to our description of the basic actually non-econometric analy-

sis of the market behaviour. The psychological analysis seems to be the only one to

be espoused. The information circulating in the economic environment move ran-

domly and they adjust when new one occurs. Hence the objective for us is also to

predict and expect the emerging information which then breaks the whole method.

The random walk model can then take the following form as in Kočenda and

Černý (2007):

∆yt = εt (3.1)

where yt stands for the dependent variable the time series we are trying to pre-

dict which would be the echange rate in our case and εt would stand for a process

whose structure we are not able to diagnose– the random walk.
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Imagine a simple regression model

yt = α + βXi + εt, (3.2)

where yt is the dependent variable whose changes we want to explain by move-

ments of the intercept α and the factor Xi whose effect will be showed by the relevant

coefficient β. The term εt is a random variable balancing the model and thus com-

prising all the omitted variables and those we cannot include in the equation and all

the errors.

In a more clear way from Wright (2003) we can write:

et+h − et = εt (3.3)

where t would take the values from 1...T, T is sample size and h denotes the

forecasting horizon. The exchange rate can take the logarithmic form.

It follows that the probability the price will go up is the same as the probability

of the price going down. Thus the odds of the exchange rate going up and down,

respectively, is equal.

3.1.1 Normally Distributed White Noise

Before turning to the model himself let us show the process of generating the data

from the naive random walk model, where the random walk is assumed to be nor-

mally distributed. Let us consider we have N observations over the period of 10

years and the data, the observations are observed with a monthly period. To pro-

duce a time series for the naive random walk model we will firstly derive the mean

value and the variance of the distribution for the parameters.

The assumption is that the parameters are independently and identically dis-

tributed (i.i.d.).

The joint probability density takes the following form Anděl (1978).

f (xi) =
N

∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

· exp

{
− 1

2
· (xi − µ)2

σ2

}
=
(

1
2πσ2

) N
2

· exp

{
− 1

2
· ∑N

i=1(xi − µ)2

σ2

}
(3.4)

L = f (xi|µ, σ2) = L(µ, σ2|xi)

Taking the log we have:

logL = −N
2

log 2πσ2 − 1
2
· ∑N

i=1(xi − µ)2

σ2
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From the first order condition it follows that

∂ logL
∂µ

!= 0
∂ logL

∂σ2
!= 0

∂ logL
∂µ

=
1
σ2

N

∑
i=1

(xi − µ)

∑(xi − µ) != 0

∑ xi = Nµ

and thus

µ̂ML =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

xi (3.5)

∂ logL
∂σ2 = −N

2
· 1

σ2 +
1
2
· ∑(xi − µ)2

σ4
!= 0

N
σ2 = ∑(xi − µ)2

σ4

and we obtain the estimate of the variance of the normal distribution

σ̂2ML =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(xi − µ̂ML)2 (3.6)

The exchange rate thus follows normal distribution with the mean value µ̂ and

the variance σ̂2: ∼ N(µ̂ML, σ̂2ML). ML stands for maximul likelihood estimator.

3.1.2 Crude Frequency Simulator

We will use crude frequency simulator and integral transform theorem as in Weeks

(2001). Let us suppose that some x has density f (x) and thus x ∼ f (x)

and for some h(x) it holds that E[h(x)] =
∫

h(x) f (x)dx.

What we want to do is to draw x from f (x) and such draws are assumed to be

independent.

Once xi are drawn out from f (x) then⇒ h(xi) = hi.
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As we are using the assumption of independent draws we can now employ the

property of the weak law of large numbers2 to arrive at the mean value of h(x).

Thus we can write:

1
R

R

∑
r=1

h(xr) −→ E[h(x)] (3.7)

which says that the expression on the left hand side goes in probability to the

expected value E[h(x)].

Now we have f (x) and want to get draws. The question remains how we get

them. In this situation we can apply the integral transform theorem and we write:

G = f (x)⇒ G ∼ U(0, 1) ... uniform distribution

P[G ≤ K] = P[F(x) ≤ K] = P[x ≤ F−1(K)] = F[F−1(K)] = K

where F(x) denotes the cumulative distribution function. We have the uniform

distribution G ∼ U(0, 1) from which we draw and thus have some x = F−1(G) and

we can rewrite this equation in the following way:

x ∼ N(0, 1)

x = Φ−1(G)

where Φ−1(G) denotes the quantile function as in Zvára K. and Štěpán J. (2006).

Using this kind of transformation we will generate the values of the forecasts com-

ing from the random walk.

Thus if we have normal distribution with expected value equal some µ and vari-

ance equal σ2, x ∼ N(µ, σ2) we can use following transformation equation:

X = µ + σ ·Φ−1(G) (3.8)

to generate our desired draws.

2Weak law of large numbers: “In probability the sample average converges to the expected value”

as in Friest (2004).
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3.2 Identification of VAR

It is clear that next to the naive random walk model there exist many models trying

to generate as appropriate forecasts as possible based on a theory. This means we

have a theory and create a model thanks to which we try to determine somehow the

possible future values. These artificial models generate quite satisfying forecasts

when we want to predict the exchange rates in a long forecasting horizon and can

be with calm compared with those generated by the random walk.

Disappointment comes when we are interested in the short horizon where most

of the models fail to reject the null hypothesis that there is equal accuracy of the from

models generated forecasts. Note that we do not even want to have better forecasts

but we rather restrict our ambition to at least equal accuracy. Already this approach

shows that we are in general aware of the big power of the random walk.

It is not the power of the radnom walk as there are rather the conditions in the

world which favour the random walk. It captures all the phenomena of the eco-

nomic system. Let us find out what outcomes will be generated by the model con-

sidered here.

In following section we will look at the principle of the vector autoregressive

model and his basic form which is the bivariate VAR.

3.3 Bivariate Vector Autoregressive Model

Vector autoregressive models and their modifications belong to the class of multi-

variate models and thus they generalize in some way the univariate models such as

autoregressive processes and moving averages. The reason to create some general-

ization consists in the attempt to construct a model that would be able to capture as

much important variables as possible.

We are trying to catch the structure of the processes and from having the idea

about their structure we extrapolate the procedure further in the future. The princi-

ple of the vector autoregressive models lies in their structure. In contrast with e.g.

the univariate models here we have more than one dependent variables. This is an

important feature.

We do not only look for a system of variables which would explain the changes in

one dependent variables best. All embodied variables are in the equation considered

to be endogenous and thus we have system with certain number of equations which

corresponds to the number of variables. Some exogenous variables as dummies

could be included though. As we have different variables in each equation we can
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use the method of ordinary least squares estimator (OLS) to produce the estimates

of the parameters.

After we apply the OLS method on all equations the method of generalized least

squares (GLS) is employed and we can use the outcome to forecast the expected

future values for which the estimate of covariance matrix of residuals for the white

noice process is used thus ∑̂ u = T−1 ∑T
t=1 ûtû′t

3. It implies that there is a vast

number of possibilities of the variables and it follows that there is a huge number

of variables which is among others considered to be one of the disadvantages of the

VAR approach.

Brooks (2008) introduces in his book the bivariate form of VAR as follows. Let

us consider two variables y1t, y2t. Previous values and also the present values of the

second variable are factors which cause changes in the dependent variable y1t. The

same reasoning applies also on the second dependent variable y2t. So we can see

the dependency and cohesion between these two equations.

y1t = β10 + β11y1t−1 + · · ·+ β1ky1t−k + α11y2t−1 + · · ·+ α1ky2t−k + u1t (3.9)

y2t = β20 + β21y2t−1 + · · ·+ β2ky2t−k + α21y1t−1 + · · ·+ α2ky1t−k + u2t (3.10)

Brooks (2008)

Variables u1t, u2t denote the white noise process. The structure and characteris-

tics of such process we are not able to capture and comprises all factors that were

not included in the equation and thus the incurred errors.

The white noice process is assumed to have following features as in Brooks

(2008):

E(uit) = 0 i = 1, 2 E(u1tu2t) = 0

Thus the expected value of the white noise takes the value of zero as well as its

variance-covariance matrix. There are many methods how the system of equations

could be written and a more compact form is as in Brooks (2008):

(
y1t

y2t

)
=

(
β10

β20

)
+

(
β11 α11

α21 β21

)
·
(

y1t−1

y2t−1

)
+

(
u1t

u2t

)
(3.11)

An equivalent to this is the following form:

3The estimates can be generated by freely available statistical software packages such as JMulti,

Gretl etc.
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yt(g× 1) = β0(g× 1) + β1(g× g)yt−1(g× 1) + ut(g× 1)

As it is now obvious the bivariate form of VAR can be extended for more than

just two equations and almost no boundaries are set in extending this form to a

complex system of many equations.

Cuaresma and Hloušková (2005) introduce VAR in the following form where

Ψ(s) stands for coefficients matrix.

yt = Ψ(0) +
p

∑
s=1

Ψ(s)yt−s + εt (3.12)

3.4 Data Sample

As the vector autoregressive approach belongs to the class of time series models it

immediately follows that the data used in this kind of analysis are in the form of

time series. We do not look at cross sectional data. Important for us are the values of

some variables we choose to work with in the model and their development during

a certain period of time. Our target is to find which and above all how much the

variables chosen are able to explain the behaviour of the dependent variable which

in our case is the Czech exchange rate.

In this case we will look at the period starting in the first month of the year 1999

and ending ih the last month of the year 2008. Another possibility would be to take

the data from January 1999 till December 2009. A small advantage could be the

fact that we would gain twelve more obeservations for each variable and thus the

dependency or the influence on the dependent variable could be better explained.

On the other hand as we would run out of all the data available we would lose

the best possibility how to measure the forecasting accuracy of our model because

we could judge our model and compare it with the random walk approach e.g. by

calculating root mean squared errors but we would have no possibility to compare

the outcomes with the reality as we would predict the values for the whole year

2010. Yet values for that year are of course not available at this moment.

The approach when we have data e.g. for ten years and we use all of them in the

analysis and make the forecasts is called In-Sample-Forecasting. Another possibility

is to take data only for the first nine years and predict the future value for the tenth

year and compare these values generated by the model with their real values.
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This method is known under the notion Out-of-Sample Forecast and this ap-

proach is employed further in the text and analysis. The method of comparing the

outcome with reality may be the best possibility. MacDonald and Taylor (1993),

Chinn and Meese (1995) show that the models focusing on out-of-sample forecasts

could provide better results than in-sample and should also generate better out-

comes than random walk.

Nevertheless we will also look at the values generated by the random walk and

will see which of the two approaches has better exchange rate predicability under

our setting. It is not obvious and clear-cut that our model will be evidently beaten

by the random walk. But it might be the outcome we would expect.

Let us recall that it is almost impossible or very difficult to produce an estimate

and forecast which would be significantly better than the result coming from the

random walk in the short term period. The main reasons for that I find in the anal-

ysis approaches, types of variables used and the relative weights we do assign to

particular methods and their outcomes.

I find the trouble partly in the obsession of the analysts in econometric mod-

els and that they refer the biggest weight to the results coming from very complex

models consisting of very complicating system of equations which do actually work

under certain conditions which are mostly not satisfied in reality. Furthermore the

given complex econometric model functions on a certain data sample. It fails when

applied on a different data sample and other period. Complex mathematical part

of the analysis could blind them then and they can throw up some approaches only

because they do not seem relative simpler formulas be complicated enough to be

considered. Another problem appears when choosing appropriate variables for our

analysis.

We are unable to capture all factors which have influence on the dependent vari-

able. In the case of forecasting the exchange rate with an econometric model we

often stick to the main macroeconomic indicators as they are assumed to have the

biggest influence on the exchage rate. Other factors from financial system are then

variously added to the model to make it more appropriate.

It is true that those factors are the most important and we do probably not have

another equivalent. But these variables have not as high predicative ability as they

have when looking at a longer period of time. Their influence projects further in the

future. We try to beat the random walk in the short term period which relates above

all to the period of several month till one, two or three years.
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Trap of large number of variables

Another trap consists in the fact that if we apply relative large number of vari-

ables which may have significant influence on the exchange rate we would with

high probability face the problem of multicollinearity as there is some extent of the

co-movement between the macroeconomic and financial variables. When forecast-

ing the future we need to look also at the charts and employ the technical analysis. It

involves analyzing the development and forecasting based on studying the changes,

trends and patterns in past values.

In our case of vector autoregressive model we consider five variables and we as-

sume or think that they have influence (significant) on the exchange rate. As we will

see in following section we consider only five variables as adding more variables

would cause quite a big growth in parameters to be estimated and very complex

analysis which would go beyond the scope of this work.

Chosen variables are as follows:

? Exchange Rate (ExR)– time series was collected from the Statistical Data Ware-

house of the European Central Bank. We are interested in the bilateral ex-

change rates between the Czech Crown and Euro (CZK/EUR).

? Consumer Price Index (CPI)– data were downloaded from the OECD Statistics

Portal. The households demand goods and services supplied by firms and this

index measures the average change in prices of those merchandise. The CPI

used in this work includes all items that are in the measurement and is stated

with base year = 100.

? Unemployment (Unempl)– as well as the exchange rate, data showing the un-

employment rate were downloaded from the website of the European Central

Bank and from its Statistical Data Warehouse4. It is the standardised unem-

ployment rate which takes into account all people thus all men and women

and they can be of every age. The rate is of course expressed in percentage.

? Prague InterBank Offered Rate (PRIBOR)– It is the rate at which the bank can

borrow money in the interbank market.

? Index of Industrial Production (IIP)– these data were also taken from the OECD

Statistics Portal5. Mining, often denoted as C, manufacturing– D, water, gas

and electricity coverd by the letter E are sectors which are considered when

4http://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/quickview.do?SERIES_KEY=132.STS.M.CZ.S.UNEH.RTT000.4.000
5http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx
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calculating the index of industrial production. Everything that is produced is

then summed up and changes in the total volume of the production is what

the index shows. Again OECD base year = 100.

For the analysis we take the logs of the variables CPI, IPP and exchange rate. We

consider monthly frequency of the data and period from January 1999 till December

2008. Data available for the year 2009 are left aside to use them to measure the

forecasting accuracy of our model. Thus we have 120 observations for each variable.

3.5 VAR Specification for Exchange Rate

In this section we will look at our model which takes the form with five main vari-

ables and hence a system of five equations. Among the factors the most important

variable for us is the exchange rate and next to them we use time series for inflation,

unemployment, short term interest rate and industrial production. After estimating

the parameters of all variables and conducting certain tests above all one for testing

the autocorrelation of residuals we will forecast the future values for further twelve

months.

Our system takes the following form.

Expressed using matrices we have as in Kočenda and Černý (2007):

Dyt = α +
p

∑
i=1

Γiyt−i + vt, (3.13)

where

D =



1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1


; yt =



y1t

y2t

y3t

y4t

y5t


and

α =



α1

α2

α3

α4

α5


; Γ =



βi
11 βi

12 βi
13 βi

14 βi
15

βi
21 βi

22 βi
23 βi

24 βi
25

βi
31 βi

32 βi
33 βi

34 βi
35

βi
41 βi

42 βi
43 βi

44 βi
45

βi
51 βi

52 βi
53 βi

54 βi
55


; vt =



v1t

v2t

v3t

v4t

v5t
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Although the more compact form of the VAR is very useful as far as the notation

is concerned let us break up the system in more comprehensible structure to see it

in detail.

y1t = α1 +
2

∑
i=1

βi
11y1,t−i +

2

∑
i=1

βi
12y2,t−i +

2

∑
i=1

βi
13y3,t−i +

2

∑
i=1

βi
14y4,t−i+

+
2

∑
i=1

βi
15y5,t−i + v1t (3.14)

The vector of the endogenous variables (yit), i = 1, ..., 5 is vector with the or-

der (CPI, Unempl, IPP, PRIBOR, ExR) as described further below. The same order

holds for all parameters βi. The other equations could be written equivalently.

3.5.1 Estimated Parameters

Let us recall that the variables used are the bilateral exchange rate the Czech Ko-

runa agains the Euro, the index of industrial production, consumer price index all

of which are used in their logarithmic form. The remaining two variables are unem-

ployment and the interest rate.

The above mentioned uncertainty appears also in the case of selection of appro-

priate variables for the analysis. The motivation for choosing our variables follows

the experience of other authors and the consensus. Meese and Rogoff (1983) albeit

suggest that actual data for economic fundamentals do not well in comparison with

random walk. This is the impulse for us to use the lagged values. Mark (1995) in-

volves tha lagged values and is more successful than Meese and Rogoff (1983). It

showed to be appropriate to choose the fundamentals in case of the exchange rate

as they have impact on its movements.

Of course other variables could be added but with each variable extra it brings

far more complex structure of the model and also danger of multicollinearity. Nev-

ertheless, chosen variables should follow some economic theory and it is the case

here. The interest rate is a factor which determines whether it is more favourable

to invest in the domestic assets or in the foreign assets. Other factors are then re-

lated with certain level of risk as is the fluctuation of the prices and the size of the

production.

We should also mention that not all variables are available with monthly fre-

quency and therefore it may not be optimal to consider them as certain kind of

interpolation would be needed and could bring again a little bit more inaccuracy
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which on the other hand would probably not be destructive and it is needed to con-

sider them in other analysis. The estimated parameters are showed in tables 3.1

and 3.2.

After having chosen the variables for our analysis we have to deal with their

ordering. Different ordering may cause different outcomes which may not appear

as desirable. It could be possible to try more than just one ordering but order the

variables in different sequences and look at the outcomes. The less dependency or

correlation between the variables and the error terms the less we could care about

the ordering of variables as it would not be so considerable which of the variables

are supposed to be set first and with what delay it would influence other variables.

The theory says that not all of the variables move simultaneously. Movements

of one variable happens earlier than the movement or determination of the others.

That is why we put the variables with a certain order in the equation.

In our case the order is consumer price index, unemployment rate, index of in-

dustrial production, PRIBOR and exchange rate as the last one. The reasoning be-

hind this ordering consists in the fact that the interest rates are set after having real-

ized other factors such as the prices, the unemployment and the level of production.

The production reflects the productivity of the labour engaged in generating output.

These four variables are then supposed to influence the exchange rate as for exam-

ple in Borys and Horváth (2008). The exchange rate is the last part of the variables

chain.

3.5.2 Number of Lags and Tests

We have the variables, their order and now we have to decide about the most appro-

priate number of lags. To determine the number we will use one of the multivariate

information criteria. To those criteria belong e.g. Akaike Info criterion, Hannan-

Quinn and Schwarz criterion as introduced in Lütkepohl (2004). There is actually

not a basic difference between those criteria as they comprise only very similar us-

age of the variance-covariance matrix of the residuals, their logs respectively and

total number of explanatory variables as well as the total number of observation.

To obtain the optimal number of lags we need to select an artificial boundary of

maximum number of lags we would be willing to accept in our model. We decided

to use the well approved number of ten6 lags and we obtained that two lags for the

variables are optimal. The conviction about the choice comes from the fact that all

of the three mentioned criteria brought the same result.

6Putting more than ten lags, e.g. fifteen or twenty would result in obtaining around twenty opti-

mal lags which would go beyond the scope of the thesis.
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To determine the joint stationarity of our process we have to look at the eigen-

values of the reversed characteristic polynomial. As all of them are greater than one,

the process is jointly stationary, is not explosive and behaves acceptably. If one of

the roots was equal to one it would be possible to count the first difference in order

to establish the stationarity. A specific way to show the stability of the system is the

CUSUM test. From the charts we realized that as all the curves lie within the 95%

confidence interval it convinces us about the system stability and we can continue

in our analysis.

Furthermore it is imporant to us to look at the autocorrelation of residuals rather

than studying the condition of normality. As ordinary least squares approach is used

to the equations, the assumption of normality is not so essential as is the assumption

of autocorrelation. If the assumption of normality holds OLS estimator is the best

unbiased estimator. If the normality assumption does not hold the OLS estimator is

the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE).

To study the autocorrelation the Portmanteau test was conducted in order to

detect the extent of autocorrelation. As the p-value is equal to 0,2285 we do not

reject the null hypothesis at the five percent significance level and thus we do not

reject that there is no autocorrelation between the residuals. The residuals are not

correlated. Let us mention that this test could be employed only because of the lack

of exogenous variables. If exogenous variables were included in the system another

test would have to be applied.

One of the feature we are interested in of the univariate and multivariate models

is the stability of the parameters. Hence we do not only care about the values of the

parameters itself. On the contrary we also want to know how much the estimated

coefficients fluctuate during a longer period of time.

A standard Chow test could be applied to study this feature which is neverthe-

less considered as improper and would bring dissatisfying results as it is clear that

there will be a significant break during the period of financial crisis and this will to

some extent distort the structure and violate the parameter stability. If we conduct

the Chow test with structural break somewhere in the beginning of the period we

do not reject the null hypothesis of parameter stability though.

3.6 Impulse Responses

We see in the tables that the numbers of parameters showed are not very synoptical.

The number of estimated coefficients belongs to the disadvantages of the VARs.

As it is not trivial to orientate between the estimates and they do also not bring
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us the main message from the model we rather look at the impulse responses and

forecast error variance decomposition analysis. Thanks to that we can then look at

the consequences of some shocks to the error terms and the variables and thus study

the behaviour of the system. Studying the shocks brings more information than just

bare estimates.

Brooks (2008) introduces impulse responses as follows: “Impulse responses trace

out the responsiveness of the dependent variables in the VAR to shocks to each of the vari-

ables.”. If we allow unit shocks to the variables we can see the responses of those

shocks to the system and how it will behave in time (which is displayed on the hor-

izontal axis in the charts). The response is supposed to decay slowly to zero if the

model is relatively stable. Impulses which do not die out to zero slowly indicate the

explosiveness of the model and its instability because unit shocks to the error terms

in each equation holding the other fixed will cause high fluctuation of the relevant

dependent variable.

Thus if we are not sure about the stability of the system the first analysis we can

do is just to have a look at the impulse responses and we see if the system behaves

explosively and thus if it is unstable. Then it is naturally necessary to adjust the

system of variables. What we then consider is the sign of the response as it shows

if the impulses have rather positive or negative impacts on the variable and how

often the sign changes and if there is the tendency of decaying to zero. On all plots

the Efron 95% confidence interval is displayed and the time horizon is of length of

fourty-five periods ahead.

Innovations in consumer price index have negative impacts on the exchange rate

during about first ten periods. The reasoning lies in the fact that if the prices rise it

leads to exchange rate depreciation. Hereafter it starts to influence the exchange

rate positively and as the system is relatively stable it starts to decay to zero. The

responses are supposed to be vanishing with time.

Shocks to unemployment do not embody a straightforward effect. Thus it seems

that some unexpected changes in it would cause both appreciation of the Czech

Crown in one period and depreciation in another. The breakpoint would be approx-

imately around every twenty-fifth period.

Innovations in industrial production index seems to have negative impact on the

exchange rate during a longer period of time as disturbances in production sector

of a country may influence the amount of tradeables and thus the volumes of goods

flowing in and out of the country. The intuition fails here. Rising of production

cause increase of economic growth and thus the Czech Crown should appreciate.

Unanticipated changes in production capacities, labour market, changes to the fa-
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Figure 3.1: Displayed responses for the shocks to the consumer price index with

appropriate interval for standard error and time on the horizontal axis.

Figure 3.2: Displayed responses for the shocks to the unemployment rate index with

appropriate interval for standard error and time on the horizontal axis.
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cilities, warehouses determine the abilities of domestic firms and rather negatively

influence the czech exchange rate. The Czech Republic is a small economy and de-

pendent on exports.

Satisfying outcome bring the impulse responses for innovations in the interest

rate as they may have rather positive impact than negative. Positive change in in-

terest rate attracts the investors and their incentive is to allocate their capital in the

Czech market and invest into Czech assets. Finally it results in appreciation of the

Czech exchange rate.

3.7 Forecast Error Variance Decomposition

Enders (2003) introduces the FEVD as follows: “The forecast error variance decomposi-

tion tells us the proportion of the movements in a sequence due to its ”own“ shocks versus

shocks to the other variable.”

Forecast error variance decomposition analysis is very similar to the impulse

responses but in this case we look at the shocks to the dependent variables compared

with the shocks to the other variables and see with what kind of power they work

on the dependent variable.

It appears a bit straightforward that if there is some external unexpected shock

to one variable it will not have impact and shake only that variable but it will also

have an impact on the remaining variables in the system. This fact follows from the

dynamic character of vector autoregressive model. Even though the whole system

of equations is very closely interconnected the biggest change will usually experi-

ence the own dependent variable thus the “own” shocks have the main power and

represent the majority of the changes due to innovations.

Partly cohesion is a character of the vector autoregression this is why the forecast

error variance decomposition is introduced. The largest proportion and impact is in

all cases due to shocks to the observed variable.

3.8 Forecast of the CZK/EUR Exchange Rate

All parts of our analysis and to generate the forecasted values for our VAR model

and the random walk the statistical software JMulti was used in contrast to the ran-

dom walk whose forecasted values were generated via the statistical software “R”7.

7Both of those statistical software packages are available freely for every user and can be freely

downloaded from http://jmulti.com/ and http://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/.
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Figure 3.3: Displayed responses for the shocks to the index of industrial production

with appropriate interval for standard error and time on the horizontal axis.

Figure 3.4: Displayed responses for the shocks to the short term interest rate with

appropriate interval for standard error and time on the horizontal axis.
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In our analysis we are concentrated on the out-of-sample forecasts thus we have

the real data at our disposal for the whole year 2009. To compare forecasting accu-

racy of our model we counted root mean squared errors for both the VAR model

and the random walk. We firstly generated only 135 observations via random walk

and took the last numbers as the forecasts to be fair to the VAR approach.

Then to have a bit broader idea we generated many numbers via random walk

and chose arbitrarily twelve numbers in a row. As we have ready all root mean

squared errors we put them into a fraction in order to see better accuracy. We put in

the numerator root mean squared error from our vector autoregression and in the

denominator we establish root mean squared error from the random walk. In case

the ratio is greater than one, our model was outperformed by the random walk. On

the contrary if the ratio is less than one, we succeeded in beating the random walk

in this case.

As shown in the tables 3.4, 3.5 we surprisingly succeeded in doing better than

the random walk in our analysis and our set of data. We see that all of the ratios are

less than one and namely quite notably. It is difficult to find out the real reasons for

this outcome. What is clear is that the exchange rate has changed substantially since

1999 and thus there originates wide variance of the distribution.

Indeed the message brought from the numbers is satisfactory as we have to bear

in mind that almost every model follows a trend and thus since the first forecasted

number bounces from a bottom it starts following an upward going trend and it is

highly probable that all of the further values will be always greater than the previous

one. This is not very similar to the real numbers.

Sometimes there is a trend and following it generates satisfying results but as

there might arise a breakpoint the values will take actually an opposite direction

than the reality. Of course any unexpected message and hit to the market could

totally destroy the results.

We suggest that our model generated better forecasts than random walk because

the Czech Crown was experiencing systematic appreciation in a longer period of

time and followed a trend. Our model was then able to capture this trend better

than the random walk.

The fact about the trends and breakpoints can probably never be captured by any

complex econometric tools we have discovered so far. Let us stress that the results

demonstrated here might be naturally totally different if applied the same method

on other variables or if not that case then at least on other set of data hence if applied

on different time period. This is often the property of time series although they have

similar movements direction.
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3.9 Advantages of the VAR Approach

We can not state that one econometric model would be so good that it would dis-

pose of only advantages. That is why so many econometric approaches come up

and are compared and put together in order to build a platform which would be

able to bring satisfying outcomes. The vector autoregressive approach is character-

ized by the variable selection. We do not strictly differentiate the variables between

endogenous and exogenous but we specify all of them as endogenous. Only some of

the variables are in some cases in other model transformation, in structural models

considered to be exogenous.

Every equation created in the VAR model comprises the lagged values of the

dependent variable in the equation but also the lagged values of the explanatory

variables. The important feature of the VAR models is the method of estimation,

which can be done through the ordinary least squares method as the structure of

the equations allows it. After applying the OLS method, the generalized least square

approach is used to generate the estimates and further the forecasted values.

The reason for using lagged values of the variables is that they are related in the

way we can not perfectly determine and thus using the lagged values can care in

some way for the relationships between the variables, thus also the fundamentals.

Compared to other format and character of the data which can imply that the data

are totally different and will not shape a trend time series do show similar direction

and the similar direction of the development.

3.10 Disadvantages of the VAR Approach

Feature that is treated as least positive is the fact that as we see that there are the

lagged values in the equations and as we might use many lags in each equation,

probably as much as possible, according to the information selection criterion, there

arises the almost unending chain of lagged values and thus many parameters to

be estimated. As there are then so many coefficients it is not trivial to take into

account and study all of the coefficients and see the relation and their impact. Thus

it sometimes causes that e.g. that the size of the standard error of the estimated

parameter is bigger than it necessary could be. Both advantages and disadvantages

are very nicely described by Brooks (2008).

Although the VAR models are supposed to bring better results than models

which are very strictly build on economic theory and they very often do as they

have this pleasant feature of better results they are not so easy to interpret. Thus
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we use the impulse response analysis and forecast error variance decomposition to

look at the behaviour of the system and to see its reactions to certain shocks.

3.11 Reasoning of an Analyst

Some change in the minds of the analysts could bring some other approach. The

most trivial idea is to generate forecasts for long forecasting horizon so we are talk-

ing about years and simply wait for the time when the time will come and when the

forecasts will be actual applicable. Of course forecasts for the short horizon would

be produced continuously. A clear disadvantage of this very simple approach is that

the only way how to observe the success of the generated forecasts is always to wait

till the time comes and till we can compare them.

Furthermore the idea that we should use or at least look at the forecasts made

three years ago is somehow against the nature of our reasoning and would be prob-

ably not accepted. There are not many alternatives to this approach. There is really

only this natural approach of random walk and then those complex artificial models

conceived by people that sometimes work and sometimes they do not.

Let us consider that it is impossible to beat the random walk but the random

walk also sometimes generates not satisfying outcomes. The question remains how

we should progress further. We should ask ourselves a question if it is somehow

possible to implement the character of the random walk in our models different

from the methods we already know. Maybe we could somehow look at the problem

as a complex problem but look for some natural straightforward simple possibilities.

Thus not immediately think of the most complex equations but the relationship and

a natural interconnection.

We could in a specific way include some variables which would show the differ-

ence before the opening and closing value of the exchange rate on certain days and

thus create some interesting dummies. The reason for why this is not done is the

fact that this kind of analysis would not belong to our considered class as it rather

follows the daily analysis and the technical analysis. The interconnection between

the let us say macroeconomic variables and those specific variables may not be very

optimal.

The specialists always try to find the most appropriate combination of variables

which would bring in a certain way satisfying results and it shapes infinitely en-

deavour with imaginary number of possibilities and different outcomes.

I dare to say we can not beat the naive random walk approach at least in the short

forecasting horizon. Although we may be successful in one period in a completely
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different setting our model may bring different results and even far worse than it

would bring on some other sample of data. It follows from the individuality, the

uniqueness of system, the market and the market participants. We should bear in

mind that the movements of the future, the uniqueness and the motion precludes

us to create a framework which would work perfectly (in the short horizon maybe

three months). But again let us stress the importance of the trials to have some useful

tools to make an idea of the future development.

Last part of the thesis tries to draw out some features about the exchange rate

movements during financial crises. Reasons why some currencies may experience

appreciation although the country is in economic slowdown. Shocks springing from

the USA influence the economic situation in the global economy and despite of

the current Euro instability it may still remain the leader as US money supply un-

soundly increased during last two years.
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Equation 1 Equation 2 Equation 3 Equation 4 Equation 5

CPI Unempl IIP PRIBOR ExR

(Intercept) 0.382 -3.344 0.759 -16.985 1.409

Std. Error (0.224) (2.596) (1.082) (5.926) (0.518)

Pr(>|t|) 0.088 0.198 0.483 0.004 0.007

t value [1.705] [-1.288] [0.701] [-2.866] [2.719]

CPI(t-1) 1.036 -0.447 -0.804 3.654 -0.039

Std. Error (0.094) (1.093) (0.455) (2.494) (0.218)

Pr(>|t|) 0.000 0.682 0.077 0.143 0.858

t value [11.002] [-0.409] [-1.766] [1.465] [-0.180]

Unempl(t-1) 0.000 1.701 -0.050 -0.121 0.021

Std. Error (0.005) (0.059) (0.025) (0.135) (0.012)

Pr(>|t|) 0.933 0.000 0.042 0.371 0.078

t value [-0.084] [28.823] [-2.037] [-0.895] [1.764]

IIP(t-1) 0.036 -0.234 0.583 0.062 0.072

Std. Error (0.018) (0.214) (0.089) (0.490) (0.043)

Pr(>|t|) 0.052 0.276 0.000 0.899 0.092

t value [1.942] [-1.089] [6.520] [0.127] [1.686]

PRIBOR(t-1) 0.007 -0.106 0.006 1.100 0.014

Std. Error (0.004) (0.042) (0.018) (0.096) (0.008)

Pr(>|t|) 0.048 0.012 0.743 0.000 0.099

t value [1.974] [-2.512] [0.327] [11.408] [1.650]

ExR(t-1) -0.059 0.541 0.011 1.937 1.086

Std. Error (0.039) (0.457) (0.190) (1.042) (0.091)

Pr(>|t|) 0.136 0.237 0.954 0.063 0.000

t value [-1.490] [1.184] [0.058] [1.859] [11.919]

Table 3.1: Estimated parameters for the first lag with the values of their standard

errors, p-values and t-statistics.
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Equation 1 Equation 2 Equation 3 Equation 4 Equation 5

CPI Unempl IIP PRIBOR ExR

CPI(t-2) -0.135 1.174 0.569 -1.871 -0.098

Std. Error (0.096) (1.110) (0.463) (2.533) (0.221)

Pr(>|t|) 0.158 0.290 0.219 0.460 0.658

t value [-1.411] [1.058] [1.229] [-0.739] [-0.442]

Unempl(t-2) -0.001 -0.738 0.047 0.084 -0.019

Std. Error (0.005) (0.057) (0.024) (0.131) (0.011)

Pr(>|t|) 0.890 0.000 0.049 0.522 0.095

t value [-0.139] [-12.871] [1.968] [0.641] [-1.672]

IIP(t-2) -0.012 -0.051 0.458 0.325 -0.110

Std. Error (0.020) (0.230) (0.096) (0.525) (0.046)

Pr(>|t|) 0.562 0.825 0.000 0.536 0.017

t value [-0.580] [-0.221] [4.769] [0.619] [-2.385]

PRIBOR(t-2) -0.007 0.089 -0.012 -0.139 -0.014

Std. Error (0.004) (0.041) (0.017) (0.093) (0.008)

Pr(>|t|) 0.043 0.029 0.490 0.138 0.093

t value [-2.022] [2.180] [-0.690] [-1.485] [-1.681]

ExR(t-2) 0.051 -0.066 0.047 0.137 -0.261

Std. Error (0.041) (0.471) (0.196) (1.075) (0.094)

Pr(>|t|) 0.205 0.889 0.809 0.899 0.006

t value [1.267] [-0.140] [0.241] [0.127] [-2.775]

Table 3.2: Estimated parameters for the second lag with the values of their standard

errors, p-values and t-statistics.

HORIZON RMSE(VAR) RMSE(RW1) RMSE(RW2) RMSE(RW3)

1M 0,03788 0,20267 0,04796 0,18260

3M 0,05312 0,14907 0,15134 0,18861

6M 0,03884 0,16079 0,16583 0,16318

9M 0,05691 0,21027 0,18001 0,22315

12M 0,07077 0,24107 0,16947 0,21615

15M 0,08851 0,23154 0,16976 0,22567

Table 3.3: Root mean squared errors. M denotes months.
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Figure 3.5: Forecast error variance decomposition of consumer price index with the

largest impact due to shocks to the CPI.

Figure 3.6: Forecast error variance decomposition of unemployment rate with the

largest impact due to shocks to the unemployment rate.
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Figure 3.7: Forecast error variance decomposition of IIP with the largest impact due

to shocks to the IIP.

Figure 3.8: Forecast error variance decomposition of PRIBOR with the largest impact

due to shocks to the PRIBOR.
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Figure 3.9: Forecast error variance decomposition of the exchange rate with the

largest impact due to shocks to the exchange rate.

Figure 3.10: Forecasted values for the period of twelve months in the year 2009

obtained using vector autoregressive analysis.
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HORIZON RMSE(VAR) / RMSE(RW1) RMSE(VAR) / RMSE(RW2)

1M 0,18689 0,78982

3M 0,35635 0,35098

6M 0,24153 0,23419

9M 0,27064 0,31614

12M 0,29357 0,41761

15M 0,52140 0,52140

Table 3.4: Compared root mean squared errors of vector autoregression and the

random walk(1,2) to show the forecasting accuracy. We used two different series

generated by random walk. RW(1) and RW(2) stand for those two series. M denotes

months.

HORIZON RMSE(VAR) / RMSE(RW3)

1M 0,20743

3M 0,28164

6M 0,23800

9M 0,25502

12M 0,32742

15M 0,39222

Table 3.5: Compared root mean squared errors of vector autoregression and the

random walk(3) to show the forecasting accuracy. RW(3) stands for another series

of values generated by random walk. M denotes months.
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Chapter 4

ERs and Financial Crises

4.1 Disequilibrium in General

The behaviour of the market changes during any disturbances and slowdown of

economies and it is something of which we were witnesses several months ago.

It could not be the last case of such imbalance. One of the most serious reces-

sions which was accompanied by significant disequilibria in many sectors in the

economies and that occured recently is the very recent financial crisis which started

in the year 2007 officially.

I mentioned the word officially to point at the fact that the start of the recession

with indispensable impacts was only the result of the now we can say improper be-

haviour not only of the financial institutions and other market agents. It was coming

in slow steps but after realizing some problems or let us say after the recognition of

the fact that the financial numbers or missing money and insolvency could not be

hidden any more it was already too late to prevent the markets to remain in their

common, “relative stable” functioning.

It is not obvious whether the source of the imbalances should be attributed only

to one country. Most probably the answer is no. But there is the big difference

where the most important shocks occur and come from. So we immediately find

the factor of the size of the country where the strong fluctuations from equilibrium

occur. August 2007 denoted the critical year which induced let us say economic

instability in many countries. The standard approach says that if in the country

shocks, imbalances and financial troubles occur, its currency is thought to decline.

Let us say “depression” means depreciation. It is very often so, actually almost

always.
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4.2 US Dollar

The very favourite example for that could be the United States of America. If we

look at the USA we witnessed that before this crisis with substantial impact on fi-

nancial markets every negative shock and imbalance caused the dollar depreciate.

This is something expected, normal and we would expect it also in the case of an-

other country. But now look at the time during the financial crisis. During that

period US dollar appreciated. Fratzscher (2009) suggest several reasons.

4.2.1 Size of the Country

Let us firstly mention the most obvious one. It is the size of the country the USA and

its important influence on global trade as it plays a big role in the markets, exports

and imports and it is known that if something happens in the USA it has impact

either a bigger one or a smaller one on other countries and their economies.

As we think the globalization and interconnection between the economies, the

openess of the countries to boost trade and others play important role during the

good times and they play it may cause difficulties during the bad times. And that

factor we have been witnessing since 2007. The USA is a rigid permanent player in

the system of factors affecting global happening in the world.

It is suggested that the US dollar appreciated during the crisis as the troubles

occuring in the USA were not so awful as they were for other countries or possibly

its trading partners. Although it may not be strictly absolute truth, important role

plays the reasoning of other countries and the market participants. They may think

that as the financial markets and the system in the USA are shaking now they will

have big troubles too and even worse. It may be the negative reasoning that could

push the systems in other countries in bigger imbalance than it induced in the USA.

Although it was thought that every currency during the crisis in a country, where

might be its big source should depreciate then it is almost right and many currency

did but the US dollar also belonged to the currency which was supposed to depre-

ciate and its relative appreciation was very unexpected.

Nevertheless, it is important to realize that the same scenario of appreciation dur-

ing the crisis and negative shocks will hold and come on during another eventual

financial crisis and imbalance someday in the future and that the speculative rea-

soning that the development of the currency will change its direction in the medium

and long run may become true.

As Fratzscher (2009) suggests the three important factors which caused depreci-

ation of other currencies than US dollar are mainly low foreign exchange reserves,
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current account deficit and the amount of liabilities against the USA. The endeavour

is that the currency may depreciate to support the export at least in the short run.

4.2.2 Mood of Investors & FOREX Reserves

It was not the case of the US dollar. The advantage of the USA consisted in having

early invested in the assets and capital in other countries and during the bad times

and market shaking US investors probably started to change their investment posi-

tions and bringing back their investments to finance the liabilities in home economy

and to support the domestic financial situations. As it could help support the US

economy it definitely had negative impact on other countries.

The change in the structure of their portfolio comes from the fear and the pre-

vailing ucertainty in the markets which is during a crises even bigger than normally

and the uncertainty causes investments in assets with secure and certain return. The

spectre of secure income in the future contributes to more positive reasoning and be-

haviour of the investors and other market participants.

The extent of foreign exchange reserves is important just now in the situation

where the capital starts to flow between the countries in huge amounts and when it

starts unexpectedly. There is the problem in covering the payments and settling the

payments in the currency in which it was supposed to pay. It comes to exchanging

the currencies in huge amounts and there are not so big reserves as they are not a

necessity when we do not have to hold the exchange rate stable as is the case of

the fixed exchange rate regime. It was also found that countries with current ac-

count deficits bigger than is the average they felt bigger troubles and their currency

depreciated in greater extent.

As there are low foreign exchange reserves the companies do not dispose of

enough currency to pay and the low liquidity is connected to this important fac-

tor. The change in the amount of liquidity also belongs to the factors which may

cause substantial fluctuation in the exchange rate. Of course many countries are in

position in which they have many liabilities and live from borrowed money.

If a country “disposes” of a big debt it is expected that it will have an impact on

the exchange rate movements and as it is expected during any crisis it would be felt.

It is also clear that there are developments of factors which pass off simultaneously

which means that we are witness e.g. of exchange rate movements and also the

change of prices and development of other determinants. Goods prices change,

asset prices change, GDP, of course interest rates and this might have effect also.

The recent changes in US dollar money supply are showed in figures 4.1 and

4.2. These changes are translated as negative message for the US dollar and thus a
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of US dollar currency included in the group of most liquid

cash M1 of the whole money supply as showed in Turk (2010).

currency losing its position as one of the leading currencies and will offer a “nice”

opportunity for the speculators.

4.3 Generalization and the Case of the Czech Republic

The case of the USA is a good case to generalize this kind of situation and the reasons

and factors found in this case are supposed to be the similar when talking about

another country, another time and another place of the source of the imbalance.

It seems that it is only matter of time when the Czech Republic will enter the

Eurozone although some complications occured in the European economy. Many

countries are experiencing economic slowdown to which large public expenditures

are related and thus growing public debt. The notion of sustainability is a little bit

distorted as those countries may have troubles in further meeting the criteria and
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Figure 4.2: Agressive increase of deposit currency in the USA during last two years

as showed in Turk (2010).

may cross the allowed boundaries.

As far as the Czech Republic is concerned Komárek, Čech and Horváth (2003)

discuss the topic how soon the Czech Republic could join the Eurozone and what

could be the troubles. It could actually be the suspicious appreciation of the Czech

Crown and we have to bear in mind that it can probably come from the capital repa-

triation and changes in investors portfolio as it might be more attractive to invest in

assets in the domestic market.

Thus the inflow of foreign direct investment which might be well supported

now during the financial crisis can skew the real appreciation of the Czech Crown.

Komárek and Melecký (2005) and Horváth (2005) talk about the equilibrium ex-

change rate of the Czech Crown and which role plays the real equilibrium exchange

rate in setting the central parity. The central parity is important as for that rate the

currencies will be exchanged. It is explained that adopting Euro in the Czech Re-
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public would not bring more costs than it brought in other European countries or

that at least the relative costs should not be greater than the average.

So it seems that the last important question remains the one considering the best

timing of entering the system ERM II and of course after meeting all the convergence

criteria. We have to consider the situation in the Czech Republic and that before

entering the Eurozone important policies for financial stability should be passed

through and they should co-move with those policies of the Euro area members.

The banking system in the Czech Republic is relatively stable and healthy at this

moment. The confidence might be a little bit distorted due to confidence deficits in

the global economy but relatively the confidence is restored in the Czech Republic.

Derviz (2003) discusses the risk premium as a component of the Czech Koruna.

Czech politicians endeavour to adopt Euro as soon as possible but their behaviour

does not respond to this ambition. We witness strong competition between political

corners in the Czech Republic and their inability to pass through important and

desirable policies and reforms.

Above all at the moment before elections they started already several months ago

with their campaigns and seemed to forget about their political duties. The reason

for the inability they consider mutual accusation and intentional impeding. So they

confess they prefer to compete rather only on the surface to get the appropriate

political power and push into the shadow the public interest.

Factors which can affirm Euro adoption are also the fact that many neighbour-

hood countries are involved and thus we could just jump into the train and of course

the possible attribute, embarrassing feeling of some Czech citizens that we do not

have Euro yet as the Czech Crown is probably not such a symbol for us as is the

Pound for the Britons.

The Czech Crown fluctuates within reasonable bands and does not come under

inauspicious and large deviations. The Czech Crown is not harmed by unpleasant

large attacks of the speculators and if it is, it leads to slowly appreciation of the

Czech Crown.

There is also another question related to the choice of the factors which may in-

fluence our dependent variable the exchange rate. It is the dilemma if the factors

influencing the exchange rate are the same during good times and also the same

during the financial crisis. We can probably not find unambiguous answer. We

have to consider as many options as possible and probably the fundamentals will

be always used. There will be put certain weight on them. There is another fact con-

nected a little bit with this dilemma and the fact is the culprit which brings anxiety

to the analysts and politicians.
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Look at the endeavour of the politicians who promote European integrity and

Euro adoption and building a supranational entity. Although they succeeded to

unify the countries, sign many pacts they constantly encounter some difficulties by

creating stable entity capable of being a great competitor of the USA. The diffculty I

would like to mention is the heterogenity of the countries.

It is clear that the countries have similar features and some cultures do not dif-

ferentiate substantially. We have something in common with people coming from

other countries. Despite of this there are many specifics that characterize the na-

ture of the countries and functioning of the system, government system, political

situation and different rates relating to anything.

Let us mention that the domestic currency is very often esteemed as the symbol

of the nation and therefore the citizens feel uncomfortably and are against adopting

Euro as the symbol of nationality would diminish.

4.4 Greece and Euro Instability

Several months ago debt crisis began linked to Greece. Again this start is only offi-

cial as there was gradual slacking of Greek ability to meet its obligations. Troubles

which arose in Greece are related to the economic slowdown of the USA and in

European countries subsequently.

We should ask a question if the decadence could appear without any substantial

slowdown of those countries. We should not defend ourselves to think that the eco-

nomic imbalance was slowly coming. Lachman (2010) demonstrates the problems,

pitfalls and exact number related to Greek economy. Gencay (2010) shows that the

Greek public debt is around 300 billion Euro and the deficit is four time higher than

it is allowed by the convergence criteria.

The European countries are thanks to the unificiation steps, pacts and subse-

quently through the uniform currency Euro quite strictly linked to each other. The

mutual interconnection appears to bring several advantages during tranquil peri-

ods but it showed that during economic recession the impacts will terrify most of

the countries involved.

It is natural that some market participants will play an important role in moving

the markets and will strongly influence it. The group of those participants are the

speculators as just at that moment it is perfect period for them to speculate heavily.

It is their target and that is also why they participate in the market happening.

Unpleasant trouble comes when those speculators who do mostly dispose of

huge amounts of capital hit the market. Their behaviour will have unfortunately
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substantial consequences in the market development. Such negative impact would

probably not arise in case they would have no access to such amount of capital but

this is something we can not manage. Sometimes it is just better not to care about

and strive to minimize the possibility of precluding coming up of the mistakes and

errors rather than trying to minimize the losses.

Statements of Euro area Member States March, April (2010) and Gencay (2010)

talk about the support to Greece. It is necessary to provide the country with loans

with non-concessional interest rates. It is important that the countries follow policies

which will lead to stability and higher growth. The countries need to coordinate. Be-

cause the Stability and Growth Pact keeps track of economic situation of Eurozone

countries it is more than clear that the numbers published by Greece were not com-

plete or biased. This distorts the confidence and shows the bad transparency. Due

to all these facts credit rating decreases.

One of the negative aspects represents also the slowly aging of the population

which might not raise the GDP as we would want. We have to follow good super-

vision, efficiency and control the public expenditures so that they do not increase to

unimaginable amounts.

4.4.1 Speculative Attacks

In February 2010 Euro experienced biggest attacks in history. The speculators in-

vested huge amounts of their money to be bears and hoped the Euro would depre-

ciate. Of course such impulses change the reasoning and mood in the markets and

other speculators join this group and the attacks amplify. It pertains above all the

short term contracts in order to buy the currency when it is quite strong and then

when it gets weak sell it.

Those attempts disturb the stability of Euro clearly and countries such as Ger-

many does not wish this development of Euro. It is a strong country which wants

to have a strong currency.

It showed that financial troubles of Greece and its financial liabilities exceed its

ability to repay at least a bigger part of that liabilities. The first step in bringing the

situation back to calm is to make several restrictions withing the Greek boundaries.

As this appears to be the best solution to the heads of the state and government

leaders the citizens started to protest against taken remedies. The remedies imply

changing the structure of wages, pension system and tax system. Because these

steps represent large constriction, the employees demonstrate heavily and thus tak-

ing a vacation in Greece was strongly not recommended.
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Large disputation about financial assistance in meeting the obligations and grant-

ing money from the Eurozone countries brought quite a big antagonism. Angela

Merkel and others stress that the countries need to learn to behave responsibly and

they hesitated to grant financial help. Since this assistance should not be regarded

as automatic. Granting financial means from the International Monetary Fund was

considered as unacceptable and ideas about creating another further institution was

suggested.

We see that at the beginning there were some pacts and institutions and we may

think that they will care about the most troubles arising during the entity function-

ing but as time passes we see that new troubles appear constantly and new institu-

tions are created upon healing them. The bureaucracy is extending. Hence there is

the possibility of other puzzles we have not met so far and other changes within the

Union might arise.

Why the resistance of the European countries grew is the fact that Greece kept

some information secret or even offered spurious distorted information. As Lach-

man (2010) shows other countries might follow such as e.g. Portugal and Spain at

this time.

4.4.2 Further Possible Euro Zone Entrants

Of course it brings another thought in our heads namely the fact that we should

probably better care about new entrants in the European Union and it should not

represent a group anyone can join without some conformity. The Maastricht criteria

shape a good platform of conditions whose meeting is required before entering the

Eurozone. The economic slowdown may propose alleviation from those require-

ments though.

This idea can come in our heads but should be banished immediately. This ap-

proach is inconcievable. It is a fact that suddenly the countries are incapable of

meeting the criteria. Komárek, Čech and Horváth (2003) discuss the issue of adopt-

ing Euro from the view of optimum currency area and discuss the relative costs in

case of Euro adoption in the Czech Republic. This is probably something we do not

consider during good times prevailing in the global economy. On the contrary some

countries do long for joining the Zone to become a part of that entity and they seek

every possibility how to meet the requirements.

Although there is this most important notion of sustainability at the moment

of joining the zone it is often just a haze of it. Komárek, Čech and Horváth (2003)

again discuss the ERM II system before Euro adoption and the approach of countries

which might enter the Eurozone soon. Bulíř and Šmídková (2004) concern about the
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development of the exchange rate of the new countries and possible entrants of the

Eurozone from the view of countries which already accepted Euro.

As far as the Czech Republic is concerned opinions say we would be able to

accept Euro within more than five years. Yet we are not a part of the Eurozone we

can observe the impacts of possible situations in the European economy and decide

whether it is good for us to adopt Euro or not. There will always be two groups one

favouring adoption and the other not. It is highly probable that we will adopt Euro

in the future alone from the reason that almost every country around us will dispose

of it.

The possible revenge and incorrect behaviour and pressures on countries with-

out Euro could airse and it may become to the situation when not having Euro

would only penalize us.

Important feature of further friendly functioning of the Union is definitely posi-

tive reasoning, responsible behaviour and mutual respect bewteen the countries.

4.5 Speculators Incursion Under Confidence Crisis

One of the most important aspects is and will be the notion and concept of restoring

the confidence and rubbing out its deficits. On the one hand it is believed that hitting

of the speculators is very damaging and spurious but on the other hand we should

believe in the free market. It is important to believe in the free market but it hangs

together with the riskiness. Some market participants assess the risk and some of

them do not.

The riskiness is not less significant than the uncertainty. Both of these phenom-

ena determine partly the development of the market and it is desirable to try to

assess the size of the risk and to somehow incorporate the uncertainty but we know

that above all the uncertainty is something we can not easily capture by an equa-

tion. Restoring confidence is a difficult task and Kadlčáková and Keplinger (2004)

concentrates on the credit risk, the issue of credit rating, the risk premium and the

lending conditions in the Czech Republic.

Speculators like to play with uncertainty and above all they misuse the nervous-

ness, fear and negative mood of other investors to move the exchange rate substan-

tially. Of course some of them would board the train of the exchange rate move-

ment as the herd behaviour engages. The pitfall embodies in the fact that those new

passengers have no idea about the intentions of the speculators managing great vol-

umes of capital and thus the biggest market movers. In the end there are these

contrasts and support exchange rate fluctuation even more than they could imagine
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or expect.

Not only during the financial crises but also during tranquil periods it can come

to the failure and break down of some financial institutions and it may cause the

clients and investors to fear about their money. There can be the situation when the

clients withdraw their money from banks and want to have their domestic currency

at home as they feel that this is the best solution to the situation and their money is

safe.

Investors also repatriate their capital and invest rather in some assets with fixed

and safe income. It is not sure that this approach helps to restore the confidence in

the markets. If we do not trust the financial institutions, the experts, the analysts it

is then difficult to restore confidence deficits.

It is clear that the public is influenced by the mass media and they very often

introduce negative aspects of the situation and as there are so many attitudes and

opinions and we witness mutual accusation of the market participants and financial

institutions it is difficult for a common citizen to build himself a good opinion. The

information assymetry induces the deficit of confidence and attacks on banks, other

financial institutions and thus the currency of the country.

The opportunism, externalities and confidence fluctuations will accompany us

every day as everyone of us is unique, has different feelings and reasoning and thus

we will probably never be able to capture all the phenomena which are hidden in

the market system.
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Conclusion

In this thesis we introduced a vector autoregressive approach with five main eco-

nomic fundamentals to forecasting the Czech Crown to Euro exchange rate. We

showed that the VAR model as applied to our data on CZK/EUR exchange rate

outperformed forecasts by naive random walk.

The finding convinces us that although random walk very often outperforms

econometric tools which forecast exchange rates, in some cases we succeed in gen-

erating better estimates of future values.

We suggest that the better performance of the VAR approach was mainly caused

by systematic appreciation of the Czech Crown. This trend can be captured in our

model but not in the random walk.

Dissatisfying feeling remains henceforth. It is natural that the model applied on

a certain set of variables and data could bring totally different result when applied

on a different period of time. But we can see that econometric tools that have been

created so far offer informative values and they can be used in many sectors in the

economy when making ourselves an idea about future development.

Our results confirm that we should not give up in trying to forecast exchange

rates as accurately as possible, though the random walk apporach may remain a

strong and often a better competitor. Even complex econometric models are not

able to capture all economic phenomena and random walk approach seems to deal

with this problem very well.

There is no strict line separating the cases when we can beat the random walk

and therefore we can always consider both in our analysis. The incentive to intercon-

nect both approaches, the econometric and the random, has materialized averaging

which uses both of the methods.

There always remains uncertainty about how much weight should be put on

various approaches and hence how the results should be modified. Even if random
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walk model does better very often and our results are only so good an approxima-

tion we need to stress the importance of our approximation of the estimates.

We also discussed that both bigger and smaller groups of market participants

represent essential parts of the market system. Psychological analysis and the unique-

ness of every men in the world are phenomena which we will probably never be able

to determine and which have to be included in the error terms.

During financial crises the markets change their behaviour substantially and are

very unstable. It is possible and clear that some currencies may appreciate in con-

trast to the most currencies which themselves will experience large fluctuations and

rather depreciation. The US dollar is a good example of both appreciation and de-

preciation. On the one hand it appreciated in the beginning of the financial crisis.

On the other hand as the supply of dollar increases rapidly it may fall in a big trap

and hence attract many speculators who will bet on the dollar to go broke.

We think that the US dollar will experience troubles soon, Euro will have to deal

with its current instability and the Czech Koruna will fluctuate quite “normally”

and will embody changes in accordance with the troubles of other main currencies

and represents only sometimes real opportunities to speculate.

There are several questions that remain open. We already touched the ambiguity

of choosing the variables in the analysis. There is the uncertainty of how many

variables we should include in the models, to which of them we should assign the

largest weight, how to explore other explanatory variables and how to capture a

non-systematic development of the exchange rate. These are left for further research.
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Appendix A

Plots– Residual Autocorrelation and

Crosscorrelation

Figure A.1: Chart showing both the correlation for the first residual and the 95%

confidence interval of insignificant correlation.

Figure A.2: Chart showing both the crosscorrelation for the second and the first

residual and the 95% confidence interval of insignificant correlation.
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CROSSCORRELATION.

Figure A.3: Chart showing both the crosscorrelation for the third and the first resid-

ual and the 95% confidence interval of insignificant correlation.

Figure A.4: Chart showing both the crosscorrelation for the fourth and the first resid-

ual and the 95% confidence interval of insignificant correlation.
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Figure A.5: Chart showing both the crosscorrelation for the fifth and the first resid-

ual and the 95% confidence interval of insignificant correlation.
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